
PARKLIO™ GATE
Frictionless, Durable, and 
Versatile Access Management



STANDARD MODEL SOLAR MODEL

Why Choose Parklio™ 
Barrier Gate?
› Plug ‘n play simplicity
› Versatile remote-control convenience
› Easy access sharing from anywhere
› Intensive use, longevity assured
› Continuous operation with battery packup
› Customizable time-scheduling
› Interconnectivity with other parking solutions
› 3-year warranty
› Certified quality: CE, ROHS certifications

Control parking facility 
entrances, restricted zones, 
and traffic flow with our 
plug-and-play automated 
barrier gate, designed for 
long-lasting durability in 
intensive usage scenarios.



HOW DOES IT WORK?

Embrace unparalleled convenience with our 
preconfigured electric barrier gate. It’s ready to 
use right out of the box, designed for seamless 
plug-and-play installation and effortless setup.

01 PRECONFIGURED AND 
READY TO USE 02 REMOTE CONTROLED 

GATE

Operate the automated barrier gate effortlessly using 
the free Parklio Connect app, a remote controller, or 
the Parklio Parking Management System. 

04 SIMPLIFIED KEY 
SHARING

Easily share digital keys with your team, 
partners, or clients. Grant access for specific 
periods or indefinitely, ensuring only 
authorized vehicles have access.

03 OBSTACLE 
DETECTION

Rest assured knowing that our automatic gate barrier 
has an integrated sensor system that recognizes and 
avoids impediments, protecting your car while the 
barrier arm lowers.

AUTOMATIC GATE BARRIER



HOW DOES IT WORK?

05 06CONTINUOUS 
OPERATION 
GUARANTEED

Have complete confidence in our gate barrier 
since it is equipped with a battery backup kit 
that ensures uninterrupted functioning even in 
the case of a power loss

08 SOLAR-POWERED 
ENERGY 
INDEPENDENCE

Choose a Parklio Gate model equipped 
with a solar panel if you’re unable to 
provide a consistent power source for 
your barrier.

07 SEAMLESS TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT

Use the gate timer for effortless traffic flow control. 
Customize opening and closing periods based on 
specific days, hours, and minutes.

AUTOMATIC GATE BARRIER

Experience outstanding durability in 
high-traffic areas. This high-quality gate barrier 
thrives in busy environments, delivering reliable 
performance.

EXCEPTIONAL 
DURABILITY FOR 
HIGH-TRAFFIC AREA



Parklio™ Gate is the perfect solution for a wide 
range of applications, including:

WHERE CAN I USE 
PARKLIO™ GATE?

› medium and large parking spaces at 
   residential and business buildings

› enhancing security at airports, public 
   areas, hospitals, hotels, and industrial units 

› restricting access to specific 
   streets for effective traffic control

› enabling authorized vehicles to 
   pass through seamlessly

› providing reliable protection for properties      
   with limited parking spaces that often 
   attract numerous vehicles



To enhance the automation of your parking 
gate system, we recommend integrating 
the Parklio™ Gate with our advanced 
Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
(ANPR) system. This powerful combination 
enables you to effortlessly manage access 
as the ANPR system reads license plates, 
streamlining the entry and exit process for 
a smoother parking experience. 

FULLY AUTOMATE YOUR 
PARKING GATE SYSTEM



Count on Our
Professional 
Knowledge
Whether you need specific quantities or 
branded customizations, we’ve got you 
covered. Let us know your requirements, 
and we’ll ensure your parking gates are 
tailored exactly to your needs.

@parklioofficial @parklioofficialParklio @parklioofficial

+ 385 97 7247 276 info@parklio.comwww.parklio.com


